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This paper reports on our experiences using a Creative Requirements [1] workshop approach to
elicit requirements for a Grid-based automatic marking system. The research was conducted for
ELeGI, an EU funded project whose goal is to provide a European Learning Grid infrastructure to
promote a learning paradigm shift from a teacher-centred approach to a learner-centred
approach. The automatic marking system uses Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to assess the
meaning of essays written by computer science students. We foresee the marking system to be a
service offered by the Learning Grid. The Creative Requirements Workshop used eight creativity
triggers and testimony from an expert witness to elicit creative requirements from the
participants. The participants in the workshop produced over 200 requirements in about two
hours.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study described in this paper was conducted by researchers at the Open University for a European
project called ELeGI (European Learning Grid Infrastructure). ELeGI is a large and diverse project; the
portion of the project we are concerned with is an automatic marking system to be offered as a Grid service
to ELeGI users. The marking system will grade essays written by computer science students. Educators
prefer assigning essays instead of multiple choice questions to more deeply assess a learner’s knowledge.
Unfortunately, marking essays is a very time-consuming task. Another drawback is the inherent subjectivity
of human-marked essays. A computer-based marking system will overcome each of these drawbacks.
Before building the marking system, we need to compile a complete set of detailed requirements. The Open
University is a natural place to find requirements since it has specialised in distance education for 30 years.
Its instructors and students would benefit from a well-designed, speedy, accurate, always-available marking
system.
We conducted a Creative Requirements Workshop in October 2004 to gather requirements for an LSAbased automatic marking system to be developed for ELeGI.
Section 2 introduces the ELeGI project. Section 3 gives examples of some of the many existing applications
that use LSA and explains the mathematics behind the LSA algorithm. Section 4 summarises the
information presented by Robertson and Robertson at their Creative Workshop tutorial [1]. Section 5
discusses the workshop presented at the Open University and lists some of the over 200 requirements that
were elicited. Section 6 concludes with lessons learned and suggestions for future work.

2. ELEGI
“The European Learning Grid Infrastructure (ELeGI) project has the ambitious goal to develop software
technologies for effective human learning. With the ELeGI project we will promote and support a learning
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paradigm shift. A new paradigm focused on knowledge construction using experiential based and
collaborative learning approaches in a contextualised, personalised and ubiquitous way will replace the
current information transfer paradigm focused on content and on the key authoritative figure of the teacher
who provides information.”1
ELeGI is a large, four-year project with 23 partners from nine European countries. The Computing
Department of the Open University will produce an automatic essay grading system for computer science
students using an algorithm based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). The Creative Requirements
Workshop reported on in this paper was held on behalf of ELeGI to elicit requirements from potential users
of the automatic marking system.

3. LSA
LSA is a statistical natural language processing technique used to infer meaning from a passage of text. It
was invented in the late 1980s to overcome some of the difficulties inherent to the keyword approach for
information retrieval [2]. Expanding from its original use for information retrieval, Landauer and Dumais
claimed in 1997 [3] that LSA is a model of word acquisition and human cognition. They found that an LSAtrained system scored as high as the average foreign student taking a TOEFL test (Test of English as a
Foreign Language) [4]. Section 3.1 lists some existing LSA-based applications. Section 3.2 explains how
LSA works.

3.1 Existing LSA Applications
Since the 1990s, researchers have been using LSA to analyze word meaning in various innovative
applications. Wolfe, et al. [5] have achieved good results using LSA to match readers with texts of the
appropriate level. If a text is too easy, a learner doesn’t learn anything new; if a text is too hard, it is
incomprehensible thus preventing the learner from learning anything. Foltz, et al. [6] refer to the Goldilocks
principle in using texts at just the right difficulty level – slightly beyond the learner’s ability and knowledge.
Some interesting research is being conducted into medical uses of LSA. Wu et. al. [7] are using LSA to
classify protein sequences. Skoyles [8] is using the Landauer-Dumais theory of language acquisition [3] to
investigate whether autism results from a failure in an individual’s ability to create meaning by an indirect
process - the induction modelled by LSA. Campbell and Pennebaker [9] are using LSA to demonstrate
linkages between writing about traumatic events and improving health.
Much work is being done in the area of using LSA to grade essays automatically and to provide contentbased feedback. One of the great advantages of automatic assessment of essays is its ability to provide
helpful, immediate feedback to the student without burdening the teacher. This application is particularly
suited to distance education, where opportunities for one-on-one tutoring are infrequent or non-existent [10].
Existing systems include Apex [11] AutoTutor [12], Intelligent Essay Assessor [6], Select-a-Kibitzer [13], and
Summary Street [10] [14]. They differ in details of audience addressed, subject domain, and advanced
training required by the system [13]. They are similar in that they are LSA-based, web-based, and provide
scaffolding, feedback, and unlimited practice opportunities without increasing a teacher’s workload [10]. See
[13] for an excellent analysis of these systems.
3.2 How LSA works
LSA is a specialisation of the vector space model. It induces word meaning by examining co-occurrence
data over a large corpus of text. The major difference between the vector space model and LSA is that LSA
reduces the vector space to a smaller size thereby reducing the noise caused by chance usage and
individual style. [3]
To use LSA, researchers amass a suitable corpus of text. They create a term-by-document matrix where the
columns are documents and the rows are terms [15]. A term is a subdivision of a document; it can be a
word, phrase, or some other unit. A document can be a sentence, a paragraph, a textbook, or some other
unit. In other words, documents contain terms. The elements of the matrix are weighted word counts of how
1
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many times each term appears in each document. More formally, each element, aij in an i x j matrix is the
weighted count of term i in document j.
LSA decomposes the matrix into three matrices using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a generalisation
of factor analysis. Deerwester et. al. [15] describe the process as follows.
Let t = the number of terms, or rows
d = the number of documents, or columns
X = a t by d matrix
Then, after applying SVD, X = TSD, where
m = the number of dimensions, m <= min(t,d)
T = a t by m matrix
S = an m by m diagonal matrix, i.e., only diagonal entries have non-zero values
D = an m by d matrix
LSA reduces S, the diagonal matrix created by SVD, to an appropriate number of dimensions k, where
k << m, resulting in S'. The product of TS'D is the least-squares best fit to X, the original matrix [15].
The literature often describes LSA as analyzing co-occurring terms. Landauer and Dumais [3] argue it does
more and explain that the new matrix captures the “latent transitivity relations” among the terms. Terms not
appearing in an original document are represented in the new matrix as if they actually were in the original
document [3]. LSA’s ability to induce transitive meanings is considered especially important given that
Furnas et. al. [16] report fewer than 20% of paired individuals will use the same term to refer to the same
common concept.
LSA exploits what can be named the transitive property of semantic relationships: If A→B and B→C, then
A→C (where → stands for is semantically related to). However, the similarity to the transitive property of
equality is not perfect. Two words widely separated in the transitivity chain can have a weaker relationship
than closer words. For example, LSA might find that copy → duplicate → double → twin → sibling. Copy
and duplicate are much closer semantically than copy and sibling.
Finding the correct number of dimensions for the new matrix created by SVD is critical; if it is too small, the
structure of the data is not captured. Conversely, if it is too large, sampling error and unimportant details
remain, e.g., grammatical variants [15], [14]. Empirical work involving very large corpora shows the correct
number of dimensions to be about 300 [3], [14].
Creating the matrices using SVD and reducing the number of dimensions, often referred to as training the
system, requires a lot of computing power; it can take hours or days to complete the processing [13].
Fortunately, once the training is complete, it takes just seconds for LSA to evaluate a text sample [13].
An automatic marker using LSA is essentially a text-categorizer [17]. Training data comprises both a general
corpus and a specific corpus of human-graded essays [18]. A student essay to be marked is evaluated by
finding the mark attached to the essay in the corpus that is the closest match [19].

4. CREATIVE REQUIREMENTS WORKSHOPS
We conducted a workshop to elicit requirements for a Grid-based automatic marking system. The workshop
techniques described in this paper are based on the Robertson and Robertson tutorial [1] presented at the
IEEE Joint International Requirements Engineering Conference in Kyoto on 6 September 2004. The ideas
that follow are not necessarily unique to the Robertsons but are a summary gleaned from their research and
experience in the field of requirements engineering.
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4.1 Creativity triggers
Since customers do not always know what they want until they see it, requirements engineers need to be
creative. But being creative isn’t easy. The Robertsons offer eight triggers to spur creative thinking during a
requirements gathering workshop.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

service
speed
information
participation
connectivity
convenience
origin of the business event
technology

Each of these triggers is used to encourage the workshop participants to invent or improve a product. The
workshop participants are asked to consider one trigger at a time and to brainstorm as many requirements
as possible. The triggers are explained below.
Service can provide extra value to a product. It can make the difference in persuading potential customers to
choose your product instead of your competitors’ products. This trigger suggests that workshop participants
should focus on how to improve the service associated with their product.
In this fast-paced world, customers appreciate speedy access to a product, whether it be a package
delivered in the mail, pricing information, or ticket availability. Participants aim to identify services or
products that can be delivered to the customer faster as they focus on the speed trigger.
Information and choices provide added value to a product or service. For example, an agency that provides
online seating charts to theatre-goers might increase bookings. This trigger encourages participants to
imagine types of information or choices that their customers would appreciate.
The participation trigger suggests that customers like to participate in their purchases. For example, mailing
services allow customers to track the status of their packages, online book sellers encourage their
customers to write book reviews, and travel companies offer customers the ability to book their own
reservations. Workshop participants are challenged to find ways for their potential customers to participate in
the purchasing or managing of a service or product.
Providing customers with loyalty cards, frequent flyer programs, and newsletters are ways to make them feel
connected. The connectivity trigger states that you can keep your customers by making them feel connected
to your business. This trigger asks participants to find ways to connect to their customers.
More convenient products or services are very much appreciated by customers. People are often willing to
pay more (because of shipping and handling charges) for online shopping because it is more convenient.
Participants respond to the convenience trigger by finding ways to make the lives of their customers easier.
Businesses can gain customers when they consider the origin of the business event and find ways to extend
the product boundary. New housing builders do this when they realize that their customers are doing more
than buying houses – they are creating a home. People who buy houses also need to buy lighting fixtures,
landscape their gardens, and familiarise themselves with the new neighbourhood. Builders can increase
their profit by providing extra products, referrals to local businesses and relocation assistance. Workshop
participants can create added value by finding ways to extend the boundary of their product or service.
The technology trigger is a familiar technique for many engineers. They invent a technology and then search
for a clever way to use it. Workshop participants are asked to find innovative ways of using a new or familiar
piece of technology.
Each of these creativity triggers can be used to stimulate ideas by focusing on certain areas one at a time. It
is important for the workshop participants to work in groups to allow them to feed off the ideas of each other.
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4.2 Expert testimony from another domain
The second technique offered by Robertson and Robertson is working with experts [1]. They suggested that
the knowledge and experience of experts in other domains can be used to spark creative requirements
through the use of “analogical mappings between actions, agents, objects, requirements, design features,
constraints, etc” [1]. Table 1 is taken from [1]; it lists three types of creativity and some professionals whose
testimony could be fruitful for requirements engineers.
Table 1: Working with experts
For exploratory creativity:
Cartoonists: discover new angles on subject matter
Fashion designers: understanding future trends
Musicians: creating new testable artefacts
For combinatorial creativity:
Fusion chefs: willingness to combine ideas with reason
DJs: combining different music styles according to rules
Cocktail bartenders: understanding what to mix
For transformational creativity:
Software/systems engineers: transform specifications
Science writers: transform something to understand it
Graphic artists: produce graphics from concepts

5. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
The Creative Requirements workshop reported on in this paper took place at the Open University in October
2004. The participants were 13 academics ranging from PhD students to professors. The participants
listened to a presentation on the eight creative triggers. They were then divided into groups of three or four
and asked to generate requirements for the LSA-based automatic marking system described in Sections 2
and 3. They were given sheets of paper with each sheet containing one of the creative triggers. A total of
157 requirements was elicited in about 15 minutes. Space limitations do not permit a complete listing of the
results, but several of the more common or interesting requirements for each trigger are shown below. Note
that the requirements are given as supplied by the workshop participants. Thus, many need to be clarified
and refined. Some of them specify a solution instead of a requirement; for example a participant suggested
web cams for monitoring when a cleaner requirement would be “provide a way for the examiners to monitor
the test-takers”.
service
• provide information on how to improve the answer
• provide pointers to other sources
• detect plagiarism
• bigger marks for visually impaired students
• provide marks via email or letter
• provide a timer to help students pace themselves
• spelling and grammar correction
• make grading rubrics explicit
• highlight gaps in learning through feedback to examiner – individually or as a group
speed
• more efficient for professor and school
• quick feedback to students
• quick processing of norms
• quick distribution of statistics
information
• rationale for the marking
• statistics for the class
• plagiarism detection
• pointers for self-improvement
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• information on own and group performance
• health diagnosis – stress symptoms
• how close the student’s answer is to the perfect answer
participation
• training course for markers
• ask learners what style comments they want
• get students to self-evaluate, co-evaluate
• use web cams to let examiner watch test being taken
connectivity
• read to develop understanding
• Bluetooth exam papers
• SMS marking
• SMS submission
• give marking scheme before assessment
• get back to the student with assessor’s comments and allow student appeal
• available 24/7 – students can modify at the last minute
convenience
• take exam when wanted
• career planning service
• electronic appeal service
• take an exam anywhere, e.g. on the bus
• get feedback on PDA/mobile phone
origin of the business event
• provide sample exams for “learning outcome” to attract students
• preparation of future exams to cover learning holes
• event – take exam; may be thinking about next course – so offer new courses
• may be stressed – online stress advice
technology
• handwriting recognition
• voice recognition
• distance – not tethered
• use a PDA/phone
• online exams – with question timers for pacing
• support webcams for monitoring
• digital signature for authenticity of exam answers
• provide AI to suggest better phrasing of sentences
• must handle network traffic – because usually everybody tends to submit in the last minute
After the participants completed generating requirements using creative triggers, they listened to a
presentation on how to use expert testimony to create requirements from analogical mappings. For our
workshop, “Andy the auto mechanic” gave a ten minute talk about the job of being an auto mechanic. Andy
reported that his work required three phases – information gathering, problem determination, and problem
correction.
Information gathering can be tricky since what the customer says happens can not always be reproduced.
For example, the customer might say the car goes "kawhirr kawhirr" when he starts it but Andy hears
nothing in the starter system that makes a "kawhirr" noise. In fact, Andy senses an unusual vibration when
the starter motor engages.
In order to determine the problem, Andy uses several diagnostic tests and instruments including
compression tests, vacuum tests, oil pressure, electrical generation, and timing (cam, spark, choke, etc).
Another useful procedure is to study the fault trees supplied by manufacturer.
Once Andy diagnoses the problem, he can begin to fix it. He uses special tools for such operations as
removing a motor, aligning a clutch and transmission, and aligning brakes. He refers to assembly and repair
manuals provided by the manufacturer.
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Our participants produced 46 requirements in about 15 minutes after listening to the expert and trying to
form analogies between the work of an auto mechanic and an automatic marking system. Some of the more
common or interesting ideas are listed below.
expert testimony
• provide a special tool for capture of questions and answers
• brings steps together to unify experience
• bring in outside experience electronically
• pointers to potential problem areas
• prevention and detection of “excess creativity”
• analogy to experience: system learns from difference between its marking and a human’s alternative
marking
• analogy to tools: system is made of different specialized subsystems: NL understanding, planner,
etc.
• analogy to information gathering: the working corpus – should we use unusual cases?
• analogy to manual and decision tree – should we expect non-expert to understand marking?
• analogy to structure of car – structure of question/answer
• accuracy and speed in both domains
• analogy to take car to body shop – submit run
• modularisation – engine was easy to remove
• for exam system, menu selecting is like the fault tree mentioned by Andy which ensures the
efficiency for marking
• marking should follow certain schedules and algorithms, just like the timing of the car repair
• specific tools for particular exams, e.g. jargon

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The participants in the workshop enjoyed working through the exercises. They were so engaged and
enthusiastic that it was difficult to stop their work when it was time to go on to the next exercise. Future
workshops should allow more time - at least 30 minutes - for the participants to brainstorm.
Thirteen participants produced 203 requirements in about two hours, including time for presentations and
time for brainstorming. The expert testimony produced more requirements than any single creative trigger
although many of them were of poor quality or not appropriate. For example, the meaning of “take car to
body shop → submit run” is not clear. Taking the car to the body shop may be analogous to submitting a run
for a computer program but the requirement for an automatic marker is unclear. Perhaps more time should
be spent in future workshops to explain and give examples of creating requirements using analogies.
Not all of the requirements were comprehensible as written. Time should be scheduled for a verbal report by
each group to ensure that the workshop leaders properly understand the written requirements.
The choice of the expert should be made carefully. The expert in this study tailored his presentation to
encourage the participants to find analogies. A garrulous expert could consume a lot of time providing
irrelevant or unhelpful detail.
Some participants thought that the order of the exercises should be reversed to stimulate maximum results
while others felt that the order was correct. Nevertheless, all the groups came up with useful requirements.
Future workshops could vary the order of the exercises to investigate a possible relationship between the
order of the two exercises and quantity or quality of the generated requirements.
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